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ABSTRACT

In this report, we provide a brief overview of our submission for
the audio-visual scene classification task of the DCASE 2021 chal-
lenge. This report focuses on the joint use of audio and video fea-
tures to improve the performance of scene classification. We pro-
pose a system that fuses multimodal data for scene classification,
which incorporates both image and audio information. In order to
extract audio features, we train a CNN model and a transformer
model to classify the log-mel spectra. In order to extract video fea-
tures, we use convolutional vision transformer to train an image
classifier. We have trained a feature fusion network using mixed
features to build an image audio feature classifier. As a result the
best system achieved an accuracy of 93.9% and a logloss of 0.223
on the DCASE2020 challenge’s test set.

Index Terms— Audio-visual scene classification, multi-model
feature fusion, convolutional neural network, transformer

1. INTRODUCTION

This challenge is from the task 1b of Detection and Classification
of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) [1]. Different from previ-
ous years, which focused on acoustic scene classification alone, this
year’s competition provides video data corresponding to audio. By
fusing multimodal data, it is theoretically possible to improve the
performance of the scene classifier. This task’s goal is to classify
10 scenes (Airport, Shopping mall, Metro station, Park, Pedestrian
street, Public square, Street traffic, Tram, Bus, Metro) in individual
one second audio and video data.

Our solution works on three fronts, extracting audio features,
extracting video features and using both features for classification.
We used the model cnn14 [2], which performs well on AudioSet
[3], to train the acoustic scene classifier. In addition to this, we
trained a transformer model for acoustic scene classification, which
was used to extract audio features. As visual transformers have sur-
passed traditional convolutional neural networks on image classifi-
cation tasks, we use a convolutional vision transformer [4] which is
pretrained on Imagenet dataset [5] to train the image scene classi-
fier. After this, audio and image features are used to train a clas-
sifier with a mixed strategy. On the officially divided test set, the
classifier fusing cnn audio features, transformer audio features and
image features can achieve 93.9% classification accuracy and 0.223
logloss, which significantly outperform the baseline model.

2. SCENE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Our system is organized into three sections, an acoustic feature ex-
traction module, an image feature extraction module and a feature
fusion classification module.

2.1. CNN acoustic feature extractor

The pretrained audio neural networks (PANNs) which trained on
raw AudioSet recordings with a wide range of neural networks per-
forms well on audio classification. We learned the structure of the
cnn14 model but did not use the parameters pre-trained on AuioSet.
Through experimental analysis, we did not use the log-mel spec-
trum and wavegram double branches mentioned in the paper, but
used only the log-mel spectrum as input. The model consists of 12
convolutional layers followed by batch normalization relu and pool-
ing and two fully connected layers. We train the model to do the
acoustic scene classification and extract the output before the last
fully connected layer as acoustic feature, and the acoustic features
are 2048-dimensional vectors.

2.2. Transformer acoustic feature extractor

We also use the transformer model to extract acoustic features. The
transformer structure is the same as the original transformer[6], and
only the encoder is kept since we just focus on the classification
task. All frames of the log-mel spectrum concatenating class to-
ken are sent to the encoder layer of the transformer after positional
encoding. The output of class token is followed by a fully concate-
nated layer for classification. The dimension of the transformer en-
coder’s hidden layer is 512, the number of attention heads is 8, and
the encoder has 6 layers. We then extract the output of the class to-
ken as audio features, and the acoustic features are 512-dimensional
vectors.

2.3. CvT image feature extractor

The analysis of the video data revealed that the video content
changes very slightly in each second, so we decided to use image
features for classification. We use convolutional vision transformer
(CvT-13)[4] to extract image features. Compared with ViT[7], CvT
has some excellent features of CNN, local perceptual field, shared
convolutional weights, and spatial downsampling. Therefore the
amount of data for training can be greatly reduced. The CvT-13
model is first pre-trained on imagenet, followed by video frame
scene classification. We take the class token output as the image
features, and the image features are 384-dimensional vectors.
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Table 1: Average accracy and logloss for each system

Features Accuracy logloss

cnn14&cvt 92.6% 0.261
transformer&cvt 93.1% 0.230
cnn14&transformer&cvt 93.9% 0.223

2.4. Fusion Classifier

Borrowing from baseline’s feature fusion experiments, we also
choose not to directly concatenate different features, but to go
through fully-connected layers before adding the two features. Un-
like the approach of fixing the parameters of the first few layers in
the baseline, we adopt the strategy of training from scratch. We
adopt a training strategy where, instead of training all the features
of the same sample, we randomly select a portion of the features to
train the classifier, the features not selected are padding with zero.
The mixed feature input allows the classifier to learn how to classify
different features at the same time, thus making the classification of
multimodal features more accurate.

3. EXPERIMENT

3.1. Data Preparation

We follow the data division in the the official website and baseline
for the experiments. The training set contains 7907 samples, the
validation set contains 739 samples, and the test set contains 3645
samples, and the samples with the same location id will only appear
in one subset. For the video data, we sample a frame for each second
of video. The training set contains 79070 images, the validation set
contains 7390 images, and the test set contains 36450 images.

3.2. Augmentation

The data augmentation methods we use in audio classification in-
clude mixup[8] and SpecAugment[9]. The data augmentation meth-
ods we use in image classification include mixup[8], cutmix[10] and
random flip.

4. RESULT

We present a total of three versions of experimental results with
classification models using cnn14 acoustic features and cvt image
features, transformer acoustic features and cvt image features and
all three features, respectively.

We use the training set to train the audio visual scene classifi-
cation system, and the performance on the test set is at table1.
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